Guided Tours

Guided town tours are available
by arrangement for groups of 12
upwards, and can be adapted to
suit your needs. Be it that you
want to learn more about history
and heritage, crime and
punishment from days gone by, or
ghostly goings on in the County
Town, phone 01785 619 131 to
organise your tour.

Access for Disabled People

Because of the many steps, access
to the Ancient High House, Izaak
Walton’s Cottage and Stafford
Castle is extremely difficult for
people with severe mobility
impairment. However, guides are
always willing to give any
assistance possible. Please phone
01785 619 131 for more details.
This leaflet is available in large print,
please telephone 01785 619 354.
Stafford Borough Council
Leisure Services,
Civic Centre, Riverside,
Stafford, ST16 3AQ
www.staffordbc.gov.uk/leisure

Ghost Trail
Stafford haunts
Stafford has unearthed a trail of
ghostly residents who have all made
their presence felt!
From countryside spirits to the poor
souls locked forever within the walls
of the town, follow the trail, stop for
lunch or choose to dine at one of the
‘haunts’ just a short drive from town
and discover Stafford’s dark secrets.
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The Ancient High House [01] The most dominant
feature of Stafford’s skyline for over a century, the
house was originally built in 1595.

In 1985, nearly 400 years later, the house was rescued
when Stafford Borough Council refurbished the site
and opened it as a museum. In past lives the house
has been a residential home, a civil war prison for
officers, a school, and home to an antique shop. Staff
and visitors have reported many incidences over the
years with the most common being the heavy oak
doors opening and closing by themselves on the top
floors. This was notably witnessed by one member
of staff followed by a sighting of a tall black form
silhouetted in the doorway. On investigating, the staff
member discovered she was alone on the top floor.
The Victorian Room on the 2nd floor is the most
notorious with sightings of an ‘old lady’ sitting in
the rocking chair and a ‘young girl’ in Victorian dress
standing in the middle of the room. The temperature
of this room is always cool despite additional heating.
The most infamous mass sighting was, allegedly, in
the 1960s when a party of American visitors claimed
to have been guided around the house by the
resident shop-keeper. On returning with friends they
discovered the house to be an uninhabitable ruin.
When shown a picture of William Marson (who had
shops within the High House in 1890) the Americans
claimed he and their guide were one and the same!
Now home to period rooms, gift shop, exhibition area
and the Yeomanry Museum, the High House stages
many events throughout the year and continues to
be one of Stafford’s most important attractions. It has
even featured on the popular television programmes;
Most Haunted and Ghost Town!
Greengate Street. Tel: 01785 619 131
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The Swan Hotel [02] Once a coaching inn, this
400 year old hotel has witnessed a lot of history pass
through Stafford. With stories of mysterious tunnels
linking the vast cellars with St Mary’s Church as well
as Stafford Castle, the hotel continues to intrigue
visitors and locals alike. Amongst these early stories,
which may account for the presence of ghosts today,
is one that says a drowning pool for women charged
with witchcraft once stood on the site. There is
also a priest hole built at the time of the Jacobite
Rebellion and when it was excavated bottles and
bones were found, remnants perhaps of the last
desperate occupant.

Soup Kitchen [03] Make your way towards Church

In the older part of the building there are stories
of a female ghost who was regularly seen by the
managers family in the 1940s and 50s. This may be
the same White Lady seen by the manager in the
1970s in his top floor bedroom. He woke up one night
to see her standing there. She is also seen walking
the corridors. One live-in chef was, however, more
disturbed by this presence and actually gave his
notice in as a result.

Church Lane. Tel: 01785 254 775

Greengate Street. Tel: 01785 258 142

With its convenient
location in the town
centre, the Swan
offers desirable
accommodation,
award winning
brassiere and a
popular modern bar.
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Lane just off St. Mary’s and discover the Soup Kitchen.
Full of character and tradition this 16th century
eating house, situated in the old quarter of town, has
more than friendly staff ready to welcome you!
With hot plates turning on and off and objects flying
off the shelves ‘Ethel’ certainly lets her feelings
be known. An apparition, witnessed on several
occasions has passed across the entrance hall where
the old dresser used to stand.
This busy eatery, often a winner in Stafford in Bloom,
will stay in your memory until you visit again.

Tenpin Stafford [04] This popular venue for Ten
Pin Bowling and Pool claims to be a ‘hot spot’ for
psychic activity. One cleaner never returned to work,
following a sighting of a man hanging in what was
the site’s Quasar game.
A senior mechanic, who prepares the lanes has also
reported hearing mumbling as if there was a group
of people following him from lane to lane. He was
so frightened he waited by the main entrance until
someone else arrived.
These together with dramatic incidents involving
the telephone system and lights exploding in the
Pool Room have added to the growing ghostly
reputation of this local attraction.
Research revealed that the building is sited on part
of the land belonging to the old infirmary, which
housed the ‘Morgue’. So beware when going for a
‘strike’ in the alleys, you never know who might
be watching!
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Stafford Gaol [05] Outside the walls of the
Gaol was frequently the scene of public executions
attracting immense crowds, who travelled great
distances - an ‘event’ not to be missed! Crowds of
10,000 were not unusual and more than three times
that number are said to have been present for the
execution of the notorious Dr William Palmer ‘Prince
of Poisoners’ in 1856.
Not all who were executed were murderers, in fact,
half of them were put to death for forgery, horse or
sheep stealing, burglary, and highway robbery. The
last execution was in 1914.
Gaol, Gaol Road. Exterior viewing only.

Stafford Gatehouse Theatre [06]
Every theatre is reputed to have its own ghost
and Stafford Gatehouse Theatre is no exception. A
cloaked lady has been witnessed several times on
the main stairs of the theatre. Nothing is known of
her identity or connection with the theatre but the
cleaning staff prefer not to work alone in the main
auditorium. Derek Acorah and the ‘Ghost Towns’
team even recently visited the site to investigate this
paranormal activity.
Why not drop in and investigate for yourself, or stop
for coffee and cake or lunchtime refreshments while
perusing what productions and events are on offer
at Stafford Gatehouse in the heart of the town.
Eastgate Street. Tel: 01785 254 653 (Box Office)
www.staffordgatehousetheatre.co.uk
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Shire Hall / Library / TIC [07] Stafford Library,
The Gallery and the Tourist Information Centre are
all located in the Shire Hall complex in the heart
of Stafford’s town centre. The building has served
the town in various ways through its history, with
many people coming and going in that time. One
of its longest standing residents is ‘Claude’, the
affectionate name given to the ghost who is said to
walk through the Shire Hall Library. His ‘territory’
has been known to extend from the Shire Hall
Gallery through the Library itself and down to the
Tourist Information Centre. Nothing is known of his
origins and Claude remains a mystery.
Both staff and workmen at the Shire Hall have also
felt a ghostly presence in the attic above the gallery.
Theories suggest that this may be linked to the death
of a workman who, whilst celebrating the completion
of the building, got drunk and fell off the roof in 1798.
Then of course, there’s the tale of Judge Thomas
Noon Talfourd, who suffered a heart attack and died
while the court was in session, his presence still
thought to linger on.
Finally, a recent visit by a medium threw up two
new spirits - a lady named Mary and a young man
named Tom Reilly, although to date, little is known
about these characters.
Why not drop in and visit the site’s spirit visitors…
and while you’re there consider perusing the book
and music library, visit the exhibitions, shop in
the Shire Hall or simply find out “what, when and
where” at the Tourist Information Centre before
taking refreshments in the Gallery Coffee Shop.
Shire Hall Gallery, Market Square. Tel: 01785 278 345
Library, Market Street. Tel: 01785 278 585
TIC, Market Street. Tel: 01785 619 619
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JD Wetherspoons [08] This popular wateringhole has more than a tempting menu and selection
of ales, wines and spirits. In fact, the spirits come in
all shapes and forms. Known as the Picture House,
due to its previous life as a cinema, JD Wetherspoons’
staff have reported that the old projection room,
still visible, is said to be the scene for some spooky
goings-on! Indeed, footsteps and muffled voices have
been heard crossing the balcony after closing time,
yet this area is not accessible to the public.
Bridge Street. Tel: 01785 222 941

The Surgery [09] The Surgery (or The Noah’s
Ark as it was once called) is a town centre bar well
known for its regular live music and comedy club as
well as for its supernatural goings-on. Over the last
few years staff have reported several experiences
within the building.
These experiences include; noises being heard from
an empty bar and furniture moving inexplicably,
cold spots in different parts of the building and
mobile phones registering non-existent calls. One
technician reported being physically pushed whilst
apparently alone, and crying has been heard in the
empty ladies toilets.
A reliable source has alleged that there are three
spirits present at the Crabbery Street site; one male,
one female and that of an animal!
A sensitive soul may feel a little un-nerved at
The Surgery but no one can say it doesn’t
have atmosphere.
Crabbery Street. Tel: 01785 222 941
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Izaak Walton’s Cottage [10] Izaak Walton’s
Cottage is a charming 16th century cottage
which belonged to Izaak Walton, author of The
Compleat Angler.

‘Miriam’ makes her presence felt now and again
- mostly when the cottage is opened up out of
sequence! Nothing is known of her history or
connection with the cottage but many visitors have
sensed a presence, with a drop in temperature in
different parts of the building. In fact, a visiting
psychic has detected a female presence both up and
downstairs at one end of the building.
Staff have also witnessed various electrical
equipment start operating spontaneously with no
logical explanation.
The surrounding area has also had many reported
sightings including a man in 17th century costume
walking through a hedge and following a longdisused footpath before vanishing from sight!
This thatched, half-timbered cottage at Shallowford
is open to the public from May to October each
year and is the scene of many family and children’s
events. Why not step back in time to a cottage with a
charm all of its own and an atmospheric presence.
Shallowford Nr Stone.
Tel: 01785 619 131 (for information)
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Stafford Castle [11] For centuries
Stafford Castle has protected the town from
invading hordes. Looming high on Stafford’s skyline
this heritage site is now the scene of many events
from battle re-enactments, music festivals and
the open-air Stafford Festival Shakespeare.
There is the oft-told story of the ghostly blacksmith
at the Castle. Although he has never been sighted,
the sound of his hammer on anvil is said to echo
through the woodland.
During the 1960s the press of the day also reported
tales of a ‘headless horseman’ thundering across
land at the Castle. A visitor to Mr & Mrs Stokes, the
resident caretakers of the site, apparently witnessed
the spectacle. On investigation this terrifying vision
turned out to be nothing more frightening than
some escaped cows going walkabout… so the Castle’s
infamous ghost was well and truly busted!
Stafford Castle. Tel: 01785 257 698

Steal through the
haunted wood and
creep through the
Gothic keep! Events
throughout the year.
See www.staffordbc.
gov.uk/heritageevents
for details.
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Shugborough Hall [12] In recent years

Shugborough has been the scene for many events
from concerts to craft fairs, flowers to spectacular
fireworks, but behind closed doors there are tales to
chill the bones of even the most sceptical. The history
and mysteries of Shugborough go back to prehistoric
times. The very name is full of earth magic, the
meaning derives from Shug; a devil or evil spirit,
and barrow; a burial mound. Perhaps this is why
the estate still boasts one of the oldest yew trees in
England warding off evil spirits.
No ghost-hunting visit is complete without touring
the strange and enigmatic neo-classical follies
scattered around the estate. Amongst these is the
Tower of the Wind where the spectral candles of
gamblers playing into the night mist may be seen
on the first floor. The Shepherds Monument which
has an inscription, the meaning of which remains
unsolved to this day, perhaps a code to a great
treasure or to the ultimate secret. Also a strange
monument to a cat, can you hear the miaows?
The house has a ghost called Lady Harriet who died in
childbirth in the State Bedroom and this room is well
known for its chill and uncanny atmosphere. A former
housekeeper haunts the kitchens and staff have heard
the rustle of her skirt and seen her figure pass by
windows. It is also the case that any slamming door
in the building is put down to Admiral Anson
passing through!
So, if you plan to attend Shugborough’s Halloween
event, look closely at all those ghosts and ghouls
because not all of them are wearing masks!
Milford. Tel: 01889 881 388
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Weston Hall [13] Weston Hall is a most enigmatic

property, currently an impressive hotel and
restaurant. Dating from the 16th century the Hall
looks towards the village of Weston, keeping watch
over the Trent Valley from its hillside perch.

With its tall, spiky silhouette and dark, brooding
appearance you could be forgiven for mistaking it for
some long-forgotten Gothic film set.
For some years after 1898, the house was used as a
pauper lunatic asylum, taking overspill patients from
St George’s County Asylum in Stafford. During the
Second World War it was requisitioned by the Army,
but the A.T.S. girls stationed there chose to sleep in
tents rather than inside.
The reputation of the Hall has continued right to
present day. The locals of the surrounding area have
grown up hearing tales of the ‘Grey Lady’ who walks
around at Weston Hall. Indeed, workmen carrying out
maintenance during its abandoned period refused to
go alone to the Hall.
From a lunatic asylum to army barracks, private
residence to individual flats the Hall has witnessed
many lifetimes and each has had tales to tell, but
none more so than since its latest re-incarnation as a
hotel and restaurant.
Within days of opening in September 1996 it was
discovered that the bar area had been mysteriously
cleaned each morning with no cleaning staff
on duty. This was doubly strange as the alarms
were on throughout.
Soft female voices have been heard distinctly by staff
who were called by name, always when they were
alone in the building.
Continued...
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Both piano music of an old fashioned and pleasant
nature and the sound of carriages, horses and
footmen on gravel outside (the hotel has none) were
clearly heard in the early hours of the morning by
staff and wedding guests. In fact, the Haunted House
on the Hill could have been written for Weston Hall,
Alfred Hitchcock would be proud!
Weston Bank. Tel: 01889 271700

Moat House Hotel [14] This medieval moated

manor house, now hotel and restaurant lends
itself completely as the romantic venue for events
and weddings.
There have been many changes over recent years at
the Moat House, but staff are always conscious that
they must consult George for his opinion on any
changes that are going to be made. In recent years,
George has been quite a shy, retiring type confining
himself to the 15th century part of the building.
Acton Trussell. Tel: 01785 712 217
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The Moat House Hotel, just
minutes from Stafford, is just
the place for lunch and a
walk in the grounds or dine in
style with an evening meal.
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This interesting character which
graced the ‘Route to Health
Birches Valley Trail’ on Cannock
Chase, is known as the ‘Warrior’,
and was sculpted by local artist
Adam Wilkinson. The Chase has
many such pieces by various
artists, which are all well worth
a look. For more information
contact the Arts Development
Officer at Cannock Chase Council.
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“She dropped the lady off in Newport Road, Stafford,
turned her head for less than a second and when she
looked back the figure had vanished – disappeared
into thin air. She could not possibly have moved from
the scene in that short space of time and my motherin-law never forgot the encounter”, said the lady
recounting the tale.
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Cannock Chase [15] On the outskirts of the County

One lady’s mother-in-law, was apparently driving on
the Milford Road and had just passed Shugborough
when she saw a bedraggled woman by the side of the
road. Thinking that she must be soaked, she offered
her a lift. She was immediately struck by her clothes
- the woman was shabbily dressed and her clothes
were not in keeping with the times. Apparently, they
chatted and there was no sign of anything untoward.
She never forgot what happened next however;
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Town, Cannock Chase has for years been the centre of
much discussion, with first hand tales of encounters
with spectral figures, ghosts and even ‘werewolves’!
One of the town’s local papers, ‘The Stafford Post’
has recently picked up on this, and in particular has
followed the story of the ‘Phantom Woman’.
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